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‘THE RISE OF JORDAN PETERSON’ SET FOR WORLD PREMIERE 

Shut out by gatekeepers, doc producers turn to fans to drive theatrical exhibition 
 
TORONTO – THE RISE OF JORDAN PETERSON, a feature documentary which follows the Canadian intellectual 
through the controversial period in which he became simultaneously famous and "infamous", will have its world 
premiere in Toronto on September 26, 2019. Through October, this Canadian production by Holding Space Films, 
will be screened in select cinemas across Canada, United States, United Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand, 
before further expanding worldwide. 
 
"We're hopeful about the reach our film will have through the Cinema-On-Demand partnerships we’ve made," 
comments Rise director and Holding Space Films founder Patricia Marcoccia. "The name ‘Jordan Peterson’ often 
divides a room and has proven to make traditional theatrical bookings a challenge."  
 
Peterson's recent bestseller, 12 Rules for Life, has sold more than 3 million copies worldwide, his speaking events 
sell-out around the world, and he has millions of followers on his social media channels. But, commercial and 
independent exhibitors have expressed concerns to the film producers around the "risk" of presenting the 
documentary in their cinemas. To combat this, Holding Space Films has partnered with Demand.Film (Canada, 
UK, and Germany), FanForce (Australia, New Zealand) and Gathr Films (United States) to put the distribution in 
the hands of the fans against market trepidation and resistance. 
 
The Toronto premiere of ‘The Rise of Jordan Peterson’ sold-out in under 48hrs, prompting Cineplex-Odeon to move 
the screening to a larger venue. 
 
"This film is definitely a conversation starter. We’ve always hoped that a theatrical release could help facilitate this 
further," adds Marcoccia who has been filming Peterson and his family since 2015, well before he became the 
international public figure he is today. "While making this film, we held many screenings in our living room with 
people coming at this from all sorts of perspectives -- from Peterson fans, to those who felt it was controversial to 
even watch the film, to those who hadn’t heard about Peterson. And there was something in it for everyone. It 
resulted in the most fascinating conversations."  
 
Gravitas Ventures has acquired US distribution rights and will release the 90-minute documentary on VOD 
platforms on October 29. Sideways Films is managing international sales and will release the film worldwide VOD 
shortly thereafter.  
 
‘The Rise of Jordan Peterson’ provides an unprecedented, behind-the-scenes look into the life of Peterson during 
the remarkable period of his life that transformed him from an obscure psychology professor into an international 
phenomenon.  
 
About Holding Space Films (HSF) – a boutique production company based in Toronto, founded by director, editor 
and cinematographer, Patricia Marcoccia in 2017. With a focus on documentary films, HSF grapples with difficult, 
socially relevant topics that challenge stale thinking and promote meaningful conversations through timeless human 
stories.  
 
The company's name derives from the concept of "holding space," which is central to its filmmaking process. To 
hold space for someone is to metaphorically walk with them amidst their experience using genuine presence and 
deep listening to enable authenticity to emerge. This provides building blocks for the most powerful and honest 
documentary films.  
 
Media Inquiries: letstalk@holdingspacefilms.com Official Website: riseofjordanpetersonfilm.com  

 
Twitter: twitter.com/HoldSpaceFilms   Instagram: instagram.com/holdingspacefilms  Trailer: youtube.com/watch?v=yBpOX9GXInY 
Facebook: facebook.com/holdingSpaceFilms    IMDb Page: www.imdb.com/title/tt10469384 Press Kit (Images): http://tiny.cc/rjpfilmpress 
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